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Taylor Francis Inc, United States, 2012. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. Practical Bioinformatics is specifically designed for biology majors, with a heavy emphasis
on the steps required to perform bioinformatics analysis to answer biological questions. It is written
for courses that have a practical, hands-on element and contains many exercises (for example,
database searches, protein analysis, data interpretation) to complement the straightforward and
practical topics. The chapters are focused on DNA, RNA, and protein sequence analysis-frequently
performed subsets of the field of bioinformatics-taking the reader through the commonly asked
question what can I learn about this sequence? A special note to established scientists: new genomic
sequences are being published at an accelerating pace. Although new technology has led to
unprecedented accuracy of the sequence, incomplete and challenging assemblies along with
imperfect predictive methods are still generating gene models that require verification. With the
sequence analysis skills learned from this book, features such as missing exons and incorrect
termini can be easily recognized and more accurate gene models can be constructed.
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Reviews
I just started reading this article pdf. it was actually writtern very properly and useful. You wont really feel monotony at whenever you want of your
respective time (that's what catalogs are for relating to in the event you question me).
-- B r a ndt K oss III
A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. I have go through and that i am sure that i will gonna go through once more yet again down the road. I am
just very happy to let you know that this is basically the best book i have got go through inside my own life and can be he very best book for at any time.
-- Eldr idg e Reilly
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